Remembering Books The printed word under siege?
At one time, writers relied

exclusively on a pad and paper, a

Books:
Bound,
but not out

typewriter and a dictionary. Now
they're faced with computer

By Melanie Threlkeld

screens, CO-ROMs and other stateof-the-art technology. Some
bibliophiles worry that books will
get left in the dust as more people
make a mad dash for the information superhighway. Are books
obsolete? FOCUS takes a fresh look
at the definition of a book, the
pitfalls of publishing and the nature
of writers. We also explore the
many award-winning publications
produced at Boise State University.
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magine yourself on a cold, snowy day curled up on the
couch beside a roaring fire ready to read your favorite
novel. A cup of hot chocolate at hand, a warm wooly
afghan tucked in around your feet. "Ooooh yeah, this is
good," you think. Now for that novel.
You flip open your laptop computer balancing it on
the arm of the couch. Slip in a disk, punch a few keys
and, voila - To Kill a Mockingbird.
A likely scenario? Yes, experts say, as painful as it
may be to most bibliophiles. And it's already happening. But
not to worry, they add. Books are not about to be tossed aside
forever in favor of CD-ROMs or whatever the next technological advancement will be.
"Radio didn't knock out books, TV didn't knock out radio as
everybody thought," says BSU English professor Tom Trusky
and director of the Hemingway Western Studies Center. Besides, there's just something about a book.
"Typography has a psychological effect on a reader," Trusky
says. "Colored paper, white space have an effect on a reader.
Sometimes they're subtle, sometimes they're not."
Don Sower, a volunteer at the BSU library and an avid
reader and book collector, agrees.
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